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Abstract
A novel crack arresting device is implemented in foam cored composite sandwich beams
and tested using the Sandwich Tear Test (STT) configuration. A Finite Element Model of
the setup is developed, and the predictions are correlated with observations and results
from a recently conducted experimental fatigue test study. Based on a linear elastic
fracture mechanics approach, the developed FE model is utilized to simulate crack
propagation and arrest in foam cored sandwich beam specimens subjected to fatigue
loading conditions. The effect of the crack arresters on the fatigue life is analysed, and
the predictive results are subsequently compared with the observations from the

previously conducted fatigue tests. The FE model predicts the energy release rate and the
mode mixity based on the derived crack surface displacements, utilizing algorithms for
the prediction of accelerated fatigue crack growth as well as the strain field evolution in
the vicinity of the crack tip on the surface of the sandwich specimens. It is further shown
that the developed finite element analysis methodology can be used to gain a deeper
insight onto the physics and behavioral characteristics of the novel peel stopper concept,
as well as a design tool that can be used for the implementation of crack arresting devises
in engineering applications of sandwich components and structures.
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INTRODUCTION
Sandwich structures represent a special form of laminated composites comprising stiff
and thin face-sheets separated by and bonded to either side of a light and compliant core
material. The resulting layered sandwich element or structure displays very high stiffness
and strength to weight ratios [1]. Structurally, the face-sheets are responsible for carrying
the in-plane stresses and the bending loads, while the core carries the out of plane shear
stresses. Sandwich structures are notoriously sensitive to debonding or interfacial
cracking of the adhesive bond layers that connect the face-sheets to the core material.
When such interface cracks or debonds propagate this may lead to a significant loss
(complete loss as a worst case scenario) of structural integrity, leading to premature
structural failure or collapse. Such debonds may be caused by in-service loads such as
local/concentrated external loads and impact loads, but may also be induced as defects
during the manufacturing process (such as e.g. dry spots and resin voids). Ideally facesheet/core debonds should not occur at all, but since this is impossible to achieve for real
industrial scale sandwich structures which may also include safety critical applications,
there is a need to develop and introduce design methodologies able to take account of the
existence of such face-sheet/core interface debonds. Furthermore, and more importantly,
there is a great need for the development of methodologies and design features that
enable the mitigation of the effects of propagating interface cracks as described. This has
led to an increased interest in the interfacial debond behaviour of sandwich structures,
which again has led to several research studies adopting both analytical/numerical and
experimental approaches.
The framework of fracture mechanics has been commonly used to describe the
conditions of interfacial debond/crack propagation and arrest [2-7], where numerical
modelling has been used to simulate interface crack growth in the most recent studies.
Several methods have been proposed based on Finite Element (FE) analysis to simulate
interface crack propagation. Examples include the Virtual Crack Closing Technique
(VCCT) [8] and the Crack Surface Displacement Extrapolation method (CSDE) [9-10]
The cycle jump technique, developed by Moslemian [11-14], has been proposed and
utilized to reduce the number of loading cycles that need to be analysed in fatigue
simulations.

In a recent study of a proposed crack arresting device, a CZM method was
utilized to calculate the crack propagation and mitigation due to fibre bridging for an
increasing crack length [15-17]. Other crack arrester concepts were proposed in [18-20],
where FE analysis was used to demonstrate the efficiency of the crack arresting elements.
In all studies [18-20] the energy release rate and the crack mode mixity angle were
considered, since these physical measures are needed to quantitatively describe the
conditions under which an interfacial crack will propagate. Yet another embedded
sandwich crack arresting device (or peel stopper) utilizing a compliant core insert was
discussed in [21], were analytical and FE methodologies were used to characterize the
conditions for interface crack deflection at the tri-material junction present at the peel
stopper tip. In [21] a “prediction surface” was proposed for different mode mixities and
deflection angles, and based on this it was shown that crack deflection at the tri-material
junction can be predicted. A common feature of the referenced research is that modelling
of the entire fatigue load sequence including interface crack propagation, arrest and post
arrest behaviour were not attempted.
In this study the CSDE method together with the cycle jump technique [11-14] is
used to simulate interface crack propagation in foam cored sandwich beams with
embedded interface crack devices (hereinafter referred to as peel stoppers) subjected to
fatigue loading conditions. The emphasis is to investigate the effect of the embedded peel
stopper, considering the conditions under which crack propagation, crack deflection as
well as crack arrest can occur. The numerical results will be correlated with and
compared against the results of a recent experimental study [22]. The aim is to
demonstrate that numerical simulations can be used to assess and predict the behaviour of
embedded peel stoppers and their effect on the fatigue life of sandwich structures. The
peel stopper elements proposed in this work are based on the concept proposed in [21],
but modified to enhance the crack deflection and arresting capabilities [23]. The models
developed in this paper are used to predict the fatigue life of sandwich beams with
embedded peel stoppers and are built to reflect the experimental observations made in
[22] such as the crack propagation path. The numerical predictions are compared with the
experimentally observed crack propagation and fatigue behaviour reported in [22]. In this
paper, crack propagation and crack arrest are modelled based on a modification of Paris’
law, while the post crack arrest behaviour is predicted based on fatigue data (S-N curve)
for the sandwich foam core material.

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
Fatigue testing and crack propagation behaviour
A brief summary of the results of the experimental investigation conducted in [1] is given
in this section. The novel peel stopper manufactured from pre-moulded Polyurethane
(PU) resin [23], Figure 1, was implemented in foam cored sandwich beam specimens
subjected to fatigue loading conditions using the Sandwich Tear Test (STT) test setup,
Figure 2. The sandwich specimens consisted of identical glass fibre reinforced (GFRP)
face-sheets and a PVC foam core material (Divinycell® grade H100 with a density of 100
kg/m3 from DIAB), and a total of four specimens were tested. The crack initiation and

propagation was similar for all the tested specimens encompassing the following
sequence of events, which is illustrated in Figure 3. The initial crack propagated in the
face-sheet/foam interface, just below the resin rich area that is created between the face
sheet and the core material, until it reached the peel stopper tip, where the crack was
deflected by the peel stopper. The crack then continued propagating along the PU/foam
interface until it reached the end of the peel stopper where the propagation was stopped at
the crack arrest point. The fatigue loading level was subsequently increased and the
fatigue test was continued until a new crack initiated on the back side of the peel stopper.
The new crack then propagated into the undamaged part of the sandwich core leading to a
complete failure. For each specimen, the peel stopper was evaluated with respect to the
number of cycles where the crack stayed arrested at the arrest point before the reinitiation occurred (i.e. the number of cycles encountered between crack arrest and crack
re-initiation), and this was compared with the overall fatigue life of the specimen. White
light cameras were used to capture images during the fatigue experiments, and a digital
image correlation (DIC) was established between the measured strains and the efficiency
of the peel stopper.

Figure 1. Peel stopper shape and material alignment.

Figure 2. Sandwich Tear Test (STT) specimen dimensions and test setup.
As mentioned above, the STT specimens were loaded in load controlled fatigue at two
different loading amplitudes; the first driving the crack propagation along the facesheet/core interface until the peel stopper tip is reached, referred as load sequence A, and
the second higher loading amplitude imposed to propagate the crack along the PU (peel
stopper)/foam interface until the crack arrest point is reached, referred to as load

sequence B. Table 1 summarizes the two fatigue load sequences imposed, as well as the
load ratio and frequency of the fatigue tests.

Figure 3. Crack propagation path in STT sandwich beam specimens imbedded with crack
stoppers.
Table 1. Fatigue test load conditions
Fatigue test data

First fatigue load
/ Sequence A

Second fatigue load /
Sequence B

Fatigue maximum load

380 N

950 N

Fatigue minimum load

76 N

190 N

Load Ratio

0.2

0.2

Frequency

2 Hz

2 Hz

NUMERICAL MODELLING
FE model
The finite element model has been developed in the commercial FE package ANSYS
15.0 [24]. The model is used to identify the crack loading conditions including the energy
release rate (ERR) and the mode mixity phase angle as functions of the crack length. To
simulate fatigue crack growth in the face-sheet/foam and PU/foam interfaces a remeshing algorithm is used. Since the crack in all the experiments [22] propagated along
the face-sheet/core interface until it reached the peel stopper tip, after which the crack
was deflected along the PU/core interface, the debonded area in the FE simulations
follows the path of the peel stopper angle (see Figure 4 a). The FE model represents the
STT setup without including the unloaded specimen region below the debonded facesheet in the left side of the specimen, see Figure 4 a. The peel stopper is meshed in the
core structure such that it shares nodes with the foam core elements. After crack
propagation along the PU/foam interface has occurred the re-meshing allows for the

nodes to be separated. In Figure 4 b-d the crack tip elements are shown at different states
of crack propagation while in Figure e-g the respective states are shown in the actual
specimen.

Figure 4. a) STT finite element model representation; b) and e) Crack propagating at
face-sheet/foam interface; c) and f) Crack propagating at the PU/foam interface; d) and g)
Crack at the arrest point.
The FE mesh is created using 8-noded plane strain elements (PLANE 183) with a
global element size of 1 mm. The crack tip is meshed using element sizes down to 10 μm
at the bi-material interfaces. The face-sheet and foam materials are modelled as
orthotropic, while the PU/glass fibre reinforced material of the peel stopper is
homogenised and modelled (approximated) as isotropic. Table 2 lists the mechanical
properties of the constituent materials [22]. Geometric nonlinear behaviour is included in
the FE-models to capture the in-plane membrane stresses developed in the face-sheet due
large vertical displacements.

Table 2. Material properties of the constituents of the test specimens
Materials

In-plane
Young’s
modulus
(Ex)

Through
thickness
Young’s
modulus

Shear
modulus

Poisson’s
ratio (vxy)

(Gxy)

(Ey)
DIVINYCELL
H100

56 MPa

128 MPa

32 MPa

0.2

E-glass/epoxy

18.6 GPa

9.2 GPa*

2.7 GPa

0.4

PU

100 MPa

100 MPa

34.2 MPa

0.45

*: Assumed value

CSDE method/cycle jump technique
The Crack Surface Displacement Extrapolation (CSDE) mode mixity methodology [910] fits classical bi-material interface theory solutions [4,5] into a FE analysis framework
to calculate directly the energy release rate (ERR) and mode mixity of a bi-material
crack. In this study a special crack tip mesh is used to extract the relative nodal
displacements behind the crack tip, and then use these to calculate the energy release rate
(ERR) and mode mixity. The ERR and mode mixity equations as derived by the extracted
relative displacements are given by [9-10]:
arctan
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8
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where δx and δy are the relative shear and opening displacements of the crack tip nodes
behind the crack tip, |x| is the distance of the crack tip node pair from the crack tip, ε is
the oscillation index, and h is the chosen characteristic length [11] which is usually and
for the considered analysis case is set equal to the face-sheet thickness. H11 and H22 are
the parameters accounting for the anisotropic behaviour of both the face-sheet and the
core material [6]. The CSDE parameter values are given in Table 3.
Finally, the cycle jump technique [11-14] is used to simulate fatigue crack growth
in combination with the CSDE method. The cycle jump technique is used to reduce the
number of simulated cycles in the fatigue analysis. After simulating three or more
consecutive loading cycles of crack propagation, the new crack length can be calculated
by linear extrapolation for a “safe” number of cycles without running the respective

simulations. This allows for saving considerable computation time when simulation of
long fatigue sequences with a large number of loading cycles is needed. Previous
investigations [14] have explored the sensitivity of the method to the “jump distance”,
and the suggestions presented are used in this study.
The propagation rate of the crack was calculated using the measured ERR, the mode
mixity and a Paris’ like law [25], based on energy release rate amplitude rather than stress
intensity amplitude:
(3)
where a is the crack length and da the crack length increment. N and dN are the loading
cycles and the increment in loading cycles, respectively. Parameters m and c are fitting
variables of the Paris’ law curve. Finally, ΔG represents the ERR amplitude, thus the
difference between the corresponding ERR levels relative to the imposed maximum and
minimum fatigue load levels.
The input data for Paris’ law were obtained by fatigue experiments conducted on
the same bi-material interface configuration as considered in this paper using the Mixed
Mode Bending test (MMB) and the G-control method developed and proposed by Manca
et al. [26]. Parameters c and m are mode dependent meaning that they vary depending on
the mode mixity applied. In this study the Paris law parameters were extracted for mode-I
dominant crack loading conditions. It is assumed that small variations in mode mixity
under general mode I loading do not affect the Paris law curve considerably. As it will be
shown later, the crack propagating at the face-sheet/foam core interface (Sequence A) is
highly mode I dominated. Unfortunately, fatigue data are not available for the PU/core
interface over the wide range of mode mixities the crack tip is experiencing during a STT
test. Alternatively, to simulate fatigue crack propagation, observations from the tested
sandwich specimens are used to determine the crack growth rate along the PU/core
interface, Table 3.
Table 3. CSDE and Paris’ law parameters for the two interfaces.
Face/core interface

PU/core interface

H11

1.68·10-2

2.79·10-2

H22

1.56·10-2

2.19·10-2

ε

-7.066·10-2

-4.56·10-2

h

2 mm

2 mm

c

1.3758·10-14

0.9278·10-14

m

4.55

4.486

FE-MODEL RESULTS AND COMPARISON WITH
EXPERIMENTS
Predicted crack propagation paths
As shown in Figure 4, the crack propagation and fatigue experiment is modelled in three
separate stages:
a) Crack propagation along the face-sheet/foam core interface
b) Crack propagation along the PU (peel stopper)/foam core interface
c) Crack arrest

Figure 5 shows the test machine actuator piston displacement measured for all four STT
specimens [22] and the respective FE model predictions corresponding to the load
application point on the debonded face sheet plotted against number of cycles for the
loading sequences A (Fmax=380 N) and B (Fmax=950 N) respectively (corresponding to
crack propagation as indicated in Figure 4a and 4b). The first part of the plot (Sequence
A) represents the fatigue response of the specimens during propagation in the face/core
interface and the initial stage of the fatigue life of the specimens. The second part
(Sequence B) represents the fatigue response after deflection of the crack to the PU/core
interface.

Figure 5. Vertical displacement (test machine actuator piston) vs. number of loading
cycles; experimental data [1] and FE model predictions.
Figure 5 reveals an overall fair agreement between the measurements and the
predictions for Specimen 2 and 3, but also that a significant variation (scatter) between
the measurements for the four sandwich beam specimens exists. However, evaluating the
data in Figure 5 more closely reveals that the finite element model generally under

predicts the vertical displacements slightly despite the fact that geometrically nonlinear
effects are included in the modelling. This is especially pronounced for the displacements
corresponding to load sequence B. The most significant cause of this discrepancy is likely
to be that the vertical displacements included in Figure 5 represent the test machine
piston displacement rather than displacements measured directly from the specimen.
However, for the sandwich beam specimens tested in this work, the overall response does
not affect the crack tip loading conditions or the stress/strain distribution in the specimen
significantly as will be shown in the following. To the error of the piston measurements is
investigated by a direct comparison with displacement measure from the images captured
by the DIC system. Unfortunately since the images were captured at random points in
time during the experiments the vast majority of the images is not taken during the
maximum loading of the specimens. For this reason DIC data from the images could not
be used to create the displacement vs loading cycle curves. Figure 6 shows plots that
compare the displacement as recorded by the machine piston and as measured from the
images of the DIC system. It can be seen that the error is very small for specimens 1 and
2 while quite significant for specimens 3 and 4. In all cases the piston measurements over
predicts the actual displacement of the specimens.

Figure 6. Comparison of displacement measured by hydraulic machines piston and
images of DIC.

Energy release rate (ERR) / Mode mixity phase angle
Figure 7 and 8 show the evolution of the ERR and mode mixity phase angle as a function
of the crack length (Figure 7) and number of loading cycles (Figure 8). The plots provide
a good representation of the characteristic response of the STT sandwich beam specimen
behaviour under load controlled fatigue testing. It is observed that the ERR rises

considerably with increasing crack length until it reaches a maximum. Past this point the
vertical displacements of the debonded face-sheet have become so large compared to its
thickness so that the in-plane membrane forces in the face-sheet become dominating and
thus affecting the load response. Effectively the induced membrane forces stiffen the
face-sheet and specimen response significantly (geometrically nonlinear effect) and
consume the majority of the strain energy in the specimen, and consequently reduce the
resulting ERR at the crack tip. In effect this is the reason why it was chosen to increase
the imposed load at stage b (cf. Figure 4 – corresponding to load Sequence B), when the
crack propagates into and along the PU/foam interface [22]. The higher load counters the
increased resistance to out of plane displacements of the facesheet due to the membrane
forces. If the load amplitude was kept constant as per Sequence A, the crack would arrest
due to the continuously decreasing ERR. The observed abrupt change in ERR, seen from
both the FE results and the experimental observations, is a result of this sudden increase
of the imposed load. It is further observed that the ERR decreases again until the crack
arrest point is reached.

Figure 7. Energy release rate and mode mixity phase angle vs. Crack length for loading
sequences A and B

Figure 8. Energy release rate and mode mixity phase angle vs. Number of loading cycles
for loading sequences A and B.

The mode mixity at the crack tip changes considerably as the crack length
increases. The shear component (mode II) initially is small but increases fast. Especially
at stage b (cf. Figure 4) or during Sequence B where the crack has already been
deflected, the mode mixity increases negatively very rapidly, since the crack is
propagating at a 10O angle towards the inner part of the sandwich core material. This
rapid change in mode mixity phase angle means that it is cumbersome to define the crack
propagation rate to be expressed by Paris’ law, since the crack propagation rate is highly
dependent of both the ERR and the mode mixity. A large number of iterations of fatigue
experiments are required to define the Paris Law parameters of an interface under a wide
range of mode mixity phase angles Finally, the observed increase of the negative mode-II
component at the crack arrest point shows a distinct and very significant tendency of the
crack to return to the upper face-sheet/core interface. Under such loading conditions the
high fracture toughness of the PU/GFRP peel stopper, achieved by embedding glass fibre
reinforcement in the PU material [23], is essential for the performance of the peel
stopper. The peel stopper itself is not displaying any sign of crack initiation, but a new
crack is instead initiated in the core material on the back side of the peel stopper. That
makes stage c (cf Figure 4) of the experiment last for a considerably longer period of
cycles than stages a and b. That is because new cracks usually initiate a lot slower than
they propagate under the same loading conditions. The main goal of embedding glass
fibres in the PU material of the peel stoppers was to increase its fracture toughness and
prohibit crack propagation at stage c.

FE VS. EXPERIMENTALLY CAPTURED STRAINS –
CRACK RE-INITIATION AND LIFETIME
PREDICTIONS
Comparison between FE model predictions and DIC measurements
The major principal strains in the core material behind the peel stopper are derived from
the FE analysis of the sandwich specimen with the crack located at the arrest point, i.e.
stage c (cf. Figure 4). Figure 9, shows the field of major principal strains obtained from
the DIC measurements for specimens 1-4 during the conducted fatigue tests [22], and the
corresponding field of major principal strains predicted using the FE model. It is
observed that the characteristic strain concentration observed in the core material on the
back side of the peel stopper in the experiments, is also observed from the FE simulation
results. Moreover, the FE model predicts principal strain values that are close to the
average of the values measured using DIC. It should be noted that the discrepancy
between the strain fields observed for the physical specimens can be attributed to the
slightly different propagation paths observed and experimental scatter [22]. The foam
material exhibits local variations of mass density and therefore local stiffness variations,
and this also contributes to explain the differences between the observed strains. In all
cases the observed strain concentrations are caused by local bending of the peel stopper
and are not the result of the stress concentrations at the crack tip. To predict the crack

arrest time, i.e. the number of cycles between crack arrest and crack re-initiation behind
the peel stopper (i.e. number of cycles where the crack remains at stage (c), cf. Figure 4),
it is necessary to relate the peak strain values to the occurrence of crack re-initiation.
Since the development of a crack re-initiation modelling algorithm was not part of this
work, the estimation of the remaining fatigue life is conducted through the use of fatigue
data obtained for the Divinycell® H100 PVC foam material [27,28].

Figure 9. Comparison of FE predictions and measured major principal strain fields (DIC
– [1]) at crack re-initiation behind the peel stopper.

Maximum strain
The FE model was used to predict the major principal strain field, as depicted in Figure
10, for several different crack lengths extending between the peel stopper tip and the
crack arrest point. The maximum values of the major principal strain were recorded for
both the maximum and minimum fatigue load values as defined by Table 1. This is not to
be confused with the two different fatigue load amplitudes (load Sequences A and B)
used during the testing in [22]. The maximum and minimum loads discussed here
represent the fatigue load limits corresponding to the second fatigue load amplitude level
(sequence B), i.e. Fmax=950N, Fmin=190N. In Figure 10a the maximum and minimum
major principal strains, εmax and εmin, at the crack re-initiation point in the core are plotted

against the number of loading cycles. In Figure 10b, the corresponding strain ratio
Rε=εmin/εmax plotted against the number of loading cycles is shown.
It is observed that the strains at the crack re-initiation point increase when the
crack approaches the crack arrest point. Since at stage (c) the crack is not propagating (it
is arrested), the strain values remain constant for the remaining part of the arrest time,
until a new crack initiates behind the peel stopper. As discussed previously, the crack reinitiating behind the peel stopper can be associated with the major principal strain values.
Accordingly, the strain ratio (defined as Rε=εmin/εmax ) at the re-initiation point is of high
interest. It is seen that Rε does not remain constant as the crack propagates along the peel
stopper, and it reaches its maximum value at the crack arrest point where it is equal to
Rε=0.39. It should be noted that the applied load ratio in the experiments and also in the
FE-model is constant at RL=0.2.

Figure 10. Major principal strains and the strain ratio at the crack re-initiation point
corresponding to the maximum and minimum fatigue load levels during fatigue testing
vs. number of load cycles.

Arrest time prediction
To estimate the total time of crack arrest (or the number of cycles between crack arrest
and crack re-initiation) based on the calculated strains, shear strain fatigue data are
considered according to [27] and [28]. The data correspond to shear strain fatigue tests of
H100 Divinycell PVC foam material conducted on sandwich beams in four-point
bending. The stress or equivalently the strain ratio during the fatigue tests was defined at
Rs=0.1. To account for the effect of the strain ratio on the fatigue damage accumulation
in the foam and to effectively compare the strains calculated from the FE analyses to the
H100 fatigue data, the maximum to minimum strain difference (or strain range) is
calculated:
∆

1

∗

(4)

where ε represents the shear strain from the fatigue data as well as the major principal
strains from the DIC measurements and the FE analyses. Figure 11 shows observed strain

range vs. the number of cycles when the crack was arrested (between crack arrest and reinitiation) in comparison with the H100 shear fatigue data. The shear fatigue data curve
in combination with the calculated FE model strain are used to predict the number of
cycles before crack re-initiation and at the crack arrest point, and this is also shown in
Figure 11 (orange circle).

Figure 11. Strain range vs.-number of cycles while crack is arrested; measurements [1],
FE model results and comparison with H100 shear fatigue data.
From Figure 11 it is observed that according to the FE model predictions for the
average sandwich specimen can be expected to withstand a total of approximately
200,000 load cycles in arrested state before crack re-initiation occurs. This corresponds to
almost 3 times the number of cycles to crack arrest, and this effectively implies that the
embedded peel stopper has almost doubled the expected fatigue life of the specimens in
comparison with sandwich specimens without embedded peel stoppers. The four
sandwich beam specimens tested and reported in [1] experienced between approximately
65,000 and 114,000 load cycles at the arrested state, and this implies that FE-model in
combination with the H100 fatigue data overestimates the number of load cycles to crack
re-initiation. The likely reason for this is that the fatigue shear data for the H100 PVC
that was used together with the FE model was obtained from a four-point shear test, and
this test configuration does not provide an accurately representation of the stress/strain
state at the crack re-initiation point behind the peel stopper. This demonstrates that the
performance and efficiency of the peel stopper concept proposed is very sensitive to the
actual strain state developing at the crack re-initiation point. Accordingly, a small change
(reduction) of the peak strains developing behind the peel stopper, which can be achieved
by careful design optimisation of the peel stopper geometry/configuration, has the
potential of increasing the expected fatigue life considerably.

CONCLUSIONS
The basis and motivation for the research presented is a recent experimental study [22]
concerning the performance of a novel peel stopper (crack arresting device) for foam

cored composite sandwich structures. The principal findings of this investigation has
formed the basis for the research presented in this paper, which encompasses the
proposition of both a numerical modelling strategy, as well as a classification of the
different stages of the crack initiation and propagation process for the foam cored
sandwich beams with embedded peel stoppers. In particular, the numerical simulation
methodology developed in this research enables the prediction of the fatigue response and
expected fatigue life of foam cored composite sandwich beams with embedded peel
stoppers subjected to fatigue loading. The numerical modelling includes fatigue crack
propagation simulation along two bi-material interfaces, crack kinking simulation as well
as strain field extraction for the prediction of crack initiation. The experimental data
obtained from the sandwich beam specimen tests conducted using the STT setup in [22]
have been used to validate the FE models predictions. Overall the numerical predictive
results compare well with the experimental observations. Moreover, it is demonstrated
that the post crack arrest behaviour can be predicted. The results further suggests that
there is a significant potential for improving the peel stopper design leading to increased
efficiency (and thereby increased fatigue life expectancy) by optimisation of peel stopper
geometry/configuration, since the results demonstrate that crack re-initiation behind the
peel stopper depends very much on the local strain state.
The findings of this research are important for future development and application
of peel stoppers (crack arrest devices) in more representative real application sandwich
structures (like e.g. sandwich panels that may be flat or curved). The proposed modelling
methodology can be very useful in achieving this, as it can be used for design evaluation
as well as optimisation of the shape and position of peel stoppers embedded into complex
sandwich components, sub-structures or larger assemblies.
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